Use of ethylene glycol as a cryoprotectant for bovine embryos allowing direct transfer of frozen-thawed embryos to recipient females.
Four experiments were conducted to define a system for the direct transfer of frozen-thawed bovine embryos to recipient females. In Experiment I, nonsurgically recovered embryos were frozen in 1.5 M ethylene glycol (EG), 1.5 M propylene glycol (PG), 1.5 M DMSO or 1.4 M glycerol (GLY), and then thawed and placed directly into holding medium. Viability at 72 hours of post-thaw culture was 70, 11, 25 and 30% for the four groups, respectively. In Experiments II and III, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 M concentrations of EG were compared; a concentration of 1.5 M appeared to provide optimal cryopreservation and survival after direct rehydration. In Experiment IV, embryos were packaged in straws containing only 1.5 M EG, in straws containing a column of 1.5 M EG and the embryo and two columns of PB1 in a 1:3 ratio of volumes (EG PB1 ), or were frozen in 1.4 M glycerol. After thawing, embryos in EG and EG PB1 treatments were transferred directly to recipient females, while embryos frozen in GLY were rehydrated using a three-step procedure. In the first trial, pregnancy rates at approximately 60 days of gestation for embryos frozen in EG and GLY groups were 39 and 62%, respectively (P<0.10). In the second trial, the pregnancy rate for embryos frozen in EG PB1 was equal to that of embryos frozen in GLY (50% in both groups). These experiments demonstrate the potential for using ethylene glycol as a cryoprotectant for bovine embryos, thus permitting direct transfer of frozen-thawed embryos to recipient females.